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“Antioxidant Vitamins Block Exercise Benefits” 

Undoubtedly, exercise has a primary role in disease prevention and in 

maintaining overall health.  Exercise has been shown to increase the life span and 

decrease the risk of most major diseases, such as cancer, heart disease, strokes, 

obesity and diabetes.  But, according to the free radical theory, exercise should kill 

us outright.  To the contrary, the British Medical Journal (BMJ) reported that some 

Olympic athletes live 2.8 years longer on average.  Health officials say that not 

promoting the benefits of exercise constitutes a "public health failure."  However, 

antioxidant vitamin supplements are being promoted to the fullest, with Dr. Oz 

giving a one hour supplement infomercial five days a week.  My studies go back 

as far as 1985 with articles showing the ineffectiveness of vitamins in improving 

the athletic ability of participants.  In 2011, I wrote a book entitled, Sports, 

Athletes, Exercise and Antioxidant Myths: A Selective Review for Athletes, 

Coaches, Sport Doctors, Dieticians, and Nutritionists. My research on exercise 

and free radicals, shows it is counterintuitive for athletes to unnecessarily take 

these potentially harmful antioxidant agents in excessive quantities, based on false 

hopes of improving their athletic abilities.  Yet, a recent study showed over 60% 

of athletes use common antioxidant vitamin supplements, of which 97.5% used 

vitamin C, 78.3% used vitamin E and 52.2% used multivitamins. This is even 

higher than the average population and is done because athletes, coaches, trainers, 

sports doctors and dieticians have been misled to believe that excessive 

antioxidants will give the athlete an edge over their competitors or make them 

perform better than those not taking antioxidant supplements.  But, as my book 

demonstrates, this is an outdated, erroneous notion. And, a number of studies are 

now surfacing which show that antioxidants can have negative effects on 

performance and on recovery following bouts of exercise.  The Norwegian School 

of Sport Sciences reported in the journal of Physiology that vitamins C and E 

should be used with caution as they may "blunt" the way muscles respond to 

exercise.  Their results showed that vitamin C and E supplements blunted the 

endurance-training-induced increase of mitochondrial proteins, which are needed 

to improve muscular endurance and that high dosages of vitamin C and E, as 

commonly found in supplements, should be used with caution.  Dr Michael 

Ristow, has shown free radicals may have a positive effect on the body by 

increasing its sensitivity to insulin, which is something that is lost in type 2 

diabetes.  And, this effect is blocked by antioxidant vitamins.  

 

In the America that I love, we should consider exercise an "oxygen-based 

medicine." People need to know the truth concerning these potentially dangerous 

antioxidant vitamin supplements and not be misled by those selling these dubious 

products for profit. 
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